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II. Executive Summary 

In the knowledge-driven world, top achievers can be characterised by the ability to 

capitalise on information. The ability to innovate and remain competitive is achieved by 

those who put enough effort in R&D and follow global trends. In recent years, 

conferences have become an incredibly popular mean to access information . Therefore, 

Brif. is entering this market with a solution that will help its customers stay up to date 

with all relevant conferences happening in the most information-rich hubs. 

Brif. is a platform that creates customised, edited and curated summaries and reviews of 

conferences and events. 

Our team created a platform for those who would benefit from reviews of the most 

relevant conferences. Reviews will contain brief summaries of speeches in the form of 

articles, elaborating on the key points and ideas from major talks. The platform will 

provide built-in tools for different types of clients to make the best usage of data. The 

major differentiating strength of our solution lies in simplicity and focus, although there 

will be extra enabling features integrated for better customer experience. 

The content will be created by full- and part-time content-makers, whereas the quality of 

content will be guaranteed through regular trainings, feedback integration and 

sophisticated internal checks. 

The business will operate on the subscription-based model, charging different customers 

an annual fee for accessing a specified list of features, and targeting enterprises, 

academics and interested individuals.  

The company will start its first pilot in Berlin in 2020 and then, in 2021, will expand into 

Europe, UAE and the US. Brif is aiming to grow its revenues from USD 0.01M to 5.3M in 

four years after its launch in 2020. Thus, with the initial investment of USD 500k $, the 

company will break even by 2021 and will show continuous growth of profits in 

subsequent years. The major expenses will cover salaries of content-makers and office 

operators.  
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III. General Company Description 

The company will operate in the technology industry offering solution to different 

clients. Solution is a platform (website and application) that combines different 

conferences around the world. The main product of the platform are summaries of 

different conferences that have already been held in different places around the world. 

However, this is not the only value offered to the platform users. Every conference will 

have a page with a summary, description, date, location and other attributes. Creators 

will be able to add photos, videos, audios and other attachments to the conference 

page. In the future, every registered user who visited the conference is eligible to write a 

review or a summary of the conference and other users can access this information. So it 

will create a new job market as well.  

The value added: access to the content of every conference in the world with minimal 

effort.  

Mission: Brif aspires to let every person have access to the knowledge from any 

conference and and event in the world. 

Vision: As our company name states we want to convert long conferences into brief 

reports, we are even eliminating “E” to make it as brief as possible. We care about the 

convenience and user friendliness. We aspire to let every person in the world have access 

to the information available at every event in the world. By that we would like to share 

our belief in the importance of education for everyone. It is crucial for our business to 

create value for as many users as possible.  

Strategic Objectives:  

1. Take the first mover advantage in creating conference brief platform 

2. Create a healthy and successful company that leads in the niche segment 

3. Have our first 100 000 customers in the first year 

There are several main target segments among our customers.  

1. Academia. Academics, professors and other representatives of the intellectual 

elite is an important target for us as they often go to the conferences in order to 

produce scientific and academic materials, write articles. Rather often than rarely 

they have to spend a lot of money for conference fees and a lot of time to attend 

all the events planned. Although conference fees are often paid by the company, 
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it is benefitical for academics to use our platform for time and effort efficiency. 

Students are also part of this category. 

2. Professionals. Business professionals are another important target of the 

company. They have different interest in the conferences than academia, because 

in  many cases they are interested in networking rather than pure information. 

However, definitely there is interest in the content of the conference as well. We 

are trying to solve the “content” problem by offering the right solution – our 

platform. The networking need can be satisfied by linking to each other on the 

platform, asking questions and answering them.  

3. Analysts. Business and economic analysts hired by multiple international agencies 

and organizations are another target audience of the platform. These 

professionals are expected to research reports with a lot of research involved. 

That research can be retrieved and cited from the conferences that are presented 

on the platform.  

4. Business owners. Information necessary for business owners is similar to that of 

professionals. Business owners seek for exact content and intakes from different 

events.  

It is possible to say that we are disruptors and creators of “our own industry”, because 

there are no similar platforms available in the world, and the only existing competition is 

indirect competition. However, broadly speaking the provided solution will operate in 

education industry. The industry is predicted to have high growth in the future as 

demand for education is going to experience high growth. Education is the industry that 

is highly dependent on demographic, economic and social factors. Increasing 

population, economic stability and purchasing power of people around the world is 

positively impacting the company as the number of potential clients will increase from 

year to year.  

The core strength of the company is that the company is the first mover in the industry. 

The company is going to create a unique platform that does not exist yet. The 

competitive advantage of the company is that it is a comprehensive tool unlike other 

platforms available in the market. Moreover, our team is very capable and enthusiastic 

about the concept, which is another core strength of the company. Those capabilities 

include experience of attending, organizing and analyzing conferences, analytical and 

technical skills developed throughout regirous training. The factors that will help the 

company succeed include speed of scaling and developing minimal viable product. It is 
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important to test MVP and then develop it as the market responds to the product 

characteristics. 
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Products and Services 

Product overview 

Brif – platform that creates customized reviews of Dubai conferences 

1. Reporter functionality 

As a reporter you can create your account (manually, facebook, linkedin etc), pass KYC 

procedure and then start to submit reviews. Reporters have their contact information 

and list of written reviews.   

2. Customer functionality 

As a customer you can do search by keywords, by name, by speakers. Customer has his 

account with history of his activities as well as commentaries and personal information. 

Customers can discuss and evaluate any review. 

3. Review form 

Brif provides reporters with flexible review form. It allows them to create customized, 

well-standardized, structured review with the most relevant content. Both parties, 

reporters and customers, are able to leave commentaries in a special form under review 

to ask clarifying questions. 

4. Rating system (late stage) 

Rating system is a key incentive mechanism for reporters. Brif will provide rating-based 

rewards to reporters (Payment per review). More than that, if reporter keep his rating 

above 4.5 out of 5 and do at least one conference review per week, Brif will refund 

tickets for any reviewed conference. If their review receives lower rating than 3 out of 5, 

Brif starts investigation and can apply strike for reporter. After 3 strikes platform will ban 

reporter permanently. 

Pricing 

At the early distribution stage we will have Free For All subscription plan. Then we will 

switch to freemium model. After registration our client will be able to read 1 review per 

month for free without possibility to discuss reviews, if he wants more - Brif will have 3 

subscription plans: 

1. Individuals 
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100$/year – unlimited access to all conference reviews and to platform functionality 

2. Students 

50$/year – unlimited access to reviews only 

3. Organizations 

Customized options (e.g. digests, reminders, access to speakers) 

Unique selling points 

1. Simplicity – 3 colors only, 3 clicks to reach any review, not overloaded with useless 

functions 

2. Time saving – no need to arrange a time for visiting conferences to be on track 

3. Affordable price and flexible tariffs – very cheap comparing to the real ticket 

prices 
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IV. Marketing Plan 

Marketing 

According to Inside Business, the event planning industry is expected to grow to 20%. By 

2016, this industry is expected to grow to over 60,000 jobs. No doubt the event planning 

/ management industry cannot be said to be oversaturated despite the fact that the 

entry bar for starting an event planning business is pretty low. 

During the first year Brif. will work in a test mode and the price for large companies will 

be lower: 5,000$. In a year, after collecting the necessary information and adding the 

necessary functionality, we will raise the price from 5000$ to 10000$. 

Total size of the market: 

Europe market assessment         
 2020 2021 2022 2023 

Amt of industries 30 30 30 30 
Amt of individual visitors 1000 1050 1102,5 1157,625 
Growth of individual visitors 0 5% 5% 5% 
Individual fee USD 100,00 USD 100,00 USD 100,00 USD 100,00 
Large companies 1000 1000 1000 1000 
Corporate fee USD 5.000,00 USD 10.000,00 USD 10.000,00 USD 10.000,00 
Amt of universities 729 729 729 729 
Amt of students 500 500 500 500 
Student fee USD 40,00 USD 40,00 USD 40,00 USD 40,00 

 0    

Total size of the European 
market: 

USD 
22.580.000,00 

USD 
27.730.000,00 

USD 
27.887.500,00 

USD 
28.052.875,00 

     

Avg Europe ticket price: USD 45,66 USD 55,91 USD 56,05 USD 56,19 
     

Brif. market share     

Percentage of market share 
acquired 

0,05% 1,0% 3,0% 5,0% 

Europe market share 11.290 277.300 836.625 1.402.644 
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UAE Market assessment         
 2020 2021 2022 2023 
Amt of industries 30 30 30 30 
Amt of individual visitors 150 157,5 165,375 173,64375 
Growth of individual visitors 0 5% 5% 5% 
Individual fee USD 100,00 USD 100,00 USD 100,00 USD 100,00 
Large companies 1000 1000 1000 1000 
Corporate fee USD 5.000,00 USD 10.000,00 USD 10.000,00 USD 10.000,00 
Amt of universities 65 65 65 65 
Amt of students 500 500 500 500 
Student fee USD 40,00 USD 40,00 USD 40,00 USD 40,00 

     

Total size of the UAE market: 
USD 

6.750.000,00 
USD 

11.772.500,00 
USD 

11.796.125,00 
USD 

11.820.931,25 
     

Avg UAE ticket price: USD 49,27 USD 85,79 USD 85,81 USD 85,84 
     

Brif. market share     

Percentage of market share 
acquired 

0% 5% 15% 30% 

UAE market share - 588.625 1.769.419 3.546.279 

 

US market assessment         
 2020 2021 2022 2023 
Amt of industries 30 30 30 30 
Amt of individual visitors 2000 2000 2100 2205 
Growth of individual visitors 0 0% 5% 5% 
Individual fee USD 100,00 USD 100,00 USD 100,00 USD 100,00 
Large companies (more than 
500 employees) 

1000 1000 1000 1000 

Corporate fee USD 5.000,00 USD 10.000,00 USD 10.000,00 USD 10.000,00 
Amt of universities 2474 2474 2474 2474 
Amt of students 500 500 500 500 
Student fee USD 50,00 USD 50,00 USD 50,00 USD 50,00 

 0    

Total size of the US market: 
USD 

72.850.000,00 
USD 

77.850.000,00 
USD 

78.150.000,00 
USD 

78.465.000,00 
     

Avg US ticket price: USD 52,15 USD 55,73 USD 55,82 USD 55,92 
     

Brif. market share     

Percentage of market share 
acquired 

0% 0,0% 0,3% 0,5% 

US market share - - 234.450 392.325 
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Trends in the market 

1. Growth of amount of conferences 

2. Growth of amount of complex topics 

3. Multiple streams during the conference 

Barriers to entry this market 

1. Qualification of reporters 

2. Content relevance 

3. Well-standardized reports 

4. Potential competitors 

How to overcome barriers 

1. Create a short induction course for reporters 

2. Develop incentives to encourage reporters to visit conferences 

3. Create a flexible customized form for report 

4. Create partnerships with major conference market players in the region to provide 

unique content to customers 

Customers 

As it has been discussed in the company description section there are four main 

customer segments the company wants to target.  

• Academia. Academics, professors and other representatives of the intellectual 

elite is an important target for us as they often go to the conferences in order to 

produce scientific and academic materials, write articles. Rather often than rarely 

they have to spend a lot of money for conference fees and a lot of time to attend 

all the events planned. Although conference fees are often paid by the company, 

it is benefitical for academics to use our platform for time and effort efficiency. 

Students are also part of this category. 

• Age: 30-60 (presumably the age of academics, PhD and other scholars) 

• Gender: male and female 
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• Location: Western Europe, North America, Japan, Australia, UAE, China 

 

Source: OECD 

• Income level: average 

• Social class and occupation: professors, academics, writers, scientific workers 

• Education: PhD, Masters, post PhD 

• Professionals. Business professionals are another important target of the 

company. They have different interest in the conferences than academia, because 

in  many cases they are interested in networking rather than pure information. 

However, definitely there is interest in the content of the conference as well. We 

are trying to solve the “content” problem by offering the right solution – our 

platform. The networking need can be satisfied by linking to each other on the 

platform, asking questions and answering them.  

• Age: 20-40 
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• Gender: male and female 

• Location: North America, Western Europe, Australia, UAE, Japan, China, South 

Korea 

• Income level: average 

• Social class and occupation: employees of large corporations mainly working as 

business developers, inhouse consultants, project managers, etc. 

• Education: higher education 

For business customers, the demographic factors might be: 

• Industry (or portion of an industry): different industries 

• Location: Europe, North America, UAE 

• Size of firm: large firms with revenue of more than $1 mln 

• Analysts. Business and economic analysts hired by multiple international agencies 

and organizations are another target audience of the platform. These 

professionals are expected to research reports with a lot of research involved. 

That research can be retrieved and cited from the conferences that are presented 

on the platform.  

• Age: 20-40 

• Gender: male and female: both 

• Location: Europe, North America, UAE 

• Income level: average, higher than average 

• Social class and occupation: occupation as analysts in different companies 

offering reports to other professional services companies  

• Education: higher 

• Business owners. Information necessary for business owners is similar to that of 

professionals. Business owners seek for exact content and intakes from different 

events.  
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The main way of customer attainment is face to face interactions, although the 

platform is expected to be used by individuals, we expect to drive vast sales from 

corporates and other companies. For that reason, it can be assumed that our 

company is targeting companies as their customers. Brif. sells access to the platform 

to individuals of different target groups through direct channels.  

• Age: 20-70 

• Gender: male and female 

• Location: Europe, North America, UAE 

• Income level: higher than average 

• Social class and occupation: owners of their own large and small business 

enterprises 

• Education: any 

Competition 

Our market research shows that Brif is a unique product for this market. But there are 

low entry barriers, so we expect a lot of competitors entering this market. Possible 

competitors are: Eventbrite, 10 times, Conferenceseries. As far as they didn’t enter that 

market yet, it is impossible to estimate their capabilities. We are planning to protect 

ourselves from the very beginning by signing partnership contract with key conference 

organizers in Dubai as soon as it possible. Firstly, we will create a partnership with DWTC 

which will allow us to make exclusive interviews with DWTC-hosted conference speakers 

and to share their materials. Therefore, we will create incentive for people to use our 

platform instead of competitors. Moreover, we will develop a short course on how to 

create a good review. This course and our integrated report constructor provide a 

guarantee of the quality of the product. 

Competitor analysis 

Brif Eventbrite Conferenceseries Competitive 

Advantage 

Conference 

listing + brief 

review of 

Event listing 

platform 

Event listing + 

review of medical-

conferences 

Wide range of 

reviews 
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conferences 

Speciefic 

marketing for 

local market 

General 

marketing 

General marketing Local market 

orientation 

Daily access to 

the brief local 

conferences 

reviews 

List of the 

following 

events 

List of the 

past and 

following 

events 

Daily access to the 

medical-oriented 

conferences  

worldwide reviews 

List of the 

following events 

Well-standartized 

reviews 

Full coverage of local 

conference market 

Low High High Easily adaptive 

organization 

Dubai Worldwide Worldwide Local market 

orientation 

Charge from 

clients. 

Freemium 

Charge from 

conferences 

Charge from 

conferences 

Flexible revenue 

model 

 

Niche 

The company has a very distinct niche to serve because of the unique need it is trying to 

solve. The niche product is conference platform that is targeted towards people who are 

interested in learning the content, summary or certain parts of the conference with 

minimal time and financial expenses. The company is a technical company that operates 

as an application and a website, so it has high growth potential and very specific 

offering.  

Our unique corner of the market are the people interested in saving time and money to 

attend conferences and events while understanding the content and ideas delivered.  
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Strategy 

As it is understandable from the niche product and industry strategy that the company is 

utilizing is niche differentiation strategy. The marketing strategy that the company is 

going to utilize is dependent on the resources available. However, we assume that our 

main customers will result from face to face interactions with corporates and different 

companies and word of mouth. That marketing approach is mainly going to be executed 

by the founders of the company, so the expenses are not expected to be high.  Further 

marketing is mostly going to be digital – Google, Facebook and other digital media 

services.  

The detailed strategy is different for different target groups we are trying to satisfy: 

1. Academia: the marketing strategy for academics is targeting them directly 

through universities. One of the ways is to conduct lectures at the universities, 

make presentations and talk to professors at conferences and events.  

2. Professionals: the strategy is to directly target large corporations interested in 

developing their human resources, or interested in attending different thematic 

conferences around the world. For instance, Emirates Airline would be interested 

in purchasing annual membership for all of its employees instead of spending 

large budget on tickets, accommodation, daily allowances and other expenses of 

employees.  

3. Analysts: the strategy is to directly target international organizations that produce 

different reports used by other companies. For instance, Bloomberg is one of such 

organizations. It produces a lot of reports used by other companies, and 

sometimes they use data and information delivered during conferences.  

4. Business owners: The strategy is to promote the platform through established 

networks of businessmen, trade shows and magazines with the relevant target 

audience. For instance, Forbes and Economist might be great platforms for 

advertisements, because business owners and entrepreneurs reading these 

magazines will be interested in scanning current events and conferences without 

time and money spending.  

Promotion 

As it has been discussed before, the company is going to primarily target the main 

target audiences face to face. The company is going to rely on the word of mouth a lot. 
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Hopefully, the platform can become a hub for smart and intellectually curious people 

interested in the new scientific discoveries and professionally relevant information.  

In order to target professional audience we are expecting to use the following media 

channels: 

• Magazines: professional magazines such as Forbes, Economist, Financial Times, 

etc. which are read by a large variety of business owners and professionals is a 

great marketing channel to advertise. 

• Websites: search engine marketing using AdWords for Google to place our 

platform higher than other conferences. 

• Social media: Facebook can be a targeting tool to each specific target audience 

we are taking into account. All ads can be narrowly targeted towards people who 

have PhD, own business, read certain kind of professional media.  

Low cost method to get the most our of the promotional budget is relying on face to 

face interactions and investing in the product to have good word of mouth.  

We expect to use methods other than paid advertising such as word of mouth, 

partnerships with exhibitions and other organizationsin exchange for advertisement on 

our platform. This can be nurtured by the network of friends and professionals as well as 

network of the clients.  

We would like to have an image of a platform that delivers the high value to its 

customers. We want our customers to feel exceptional and exclusive by joining our 

platform.  

We have already developed our logo. We expect to use it in all marketing campaigns.  

 

One of the ways to retarget the current customers is using Facebook Pixel for people 

who have visited the website or filled in the data, but for some reason were not able to 

complete the registration.  
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Pricing 

The method of pricing that we are going to utilize is price skimming. Since there are no 

direct competitors available in the market the company can set its price high enough to 

cover its costs within a reasonable payback time.  

The pricing strategy fits with what was revealed in the competitive analysis because 

there is no direct competition as identified in the sections before. For that reason the 

company can use the skimming pricing strategy for the beginning and later switch to 

price penetration or other strategies.  

The price is not important as a competitive factor because we can assume ourselves as 

price setters since we are the monopoly in the industry we created ourselves.  

Customers are expected to pay for the service with no credit policies.  

Proposed Location 

We chose our home as the primary location, but then we assume expansion. One of the 

opportunities for the company is to use shared locations (such as coworking spaces) for 

cost saving.  

Location convenience is not important for us as a company because although the 

company is a service company it does not operate physically. Thus, we can save costs on 

location.  

Distribution Channels 

The main distribution channel is the website. Because the product that we have is 

information provided on the website we sell our products directly to customers without 

agents, retail, etc.  

 

Sales Forecast 

We expect our sales to grow quick from from USD 0.01M to 5.3M within four years. 

Please see Appendix attached.  
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V. Operational Plan 

Production 

The major operations will be sub-divided into two main parts: content-making and office 

operations. 

Content-making will be conducted by 

1) Professional qualified staff employed directly by the company management; 

2) And later with the temporary outsourced agents that will be hired through third-

party organisations. 

Office operations will be conducted by professional qualified staff employed directly by 

the company management. 

Method 

Content makers’ direct activities will involve: 

1) Attending conferences and sitting selected sessions; 

2) Interacting with selected speakers to receive the necessary supplementary 

information to enhance the quality of content; 

3) Preparing reports, including attachments and links with supporting materials. 

Office operators’ direct activities will involve: 

1) Software development; 

2) Product management; 

3) Content seeking; 

4) HR (content makers’) management; 

5) Sales; 

6) Marketing; 

7) Administration. 
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Product development 

The overall product can be described in terms of two main components: the platform 

(that can be accessed on all major devices, such as laptops, smart phones and tablets) 

and the content.  

Regarding the platform, two general aspects can be looked at separately: the interface 

and features. Both will be looked at with respect to quality, security and relevance; and 

will be constantly updated in the light of external feedback and internal decision-

making. 

The quality of content can be ensured through: 

1) Training of content-makers; 

2) Content checks through developed review methods; 

3) Incorporating customer feedback into the product. 

Location 

For office workers, there will be a need in workspace that will be able to fit in the 

minimum number of employees. At the start, we will be renting co-working space to seat 

our office operations staff (i.e. five employees at early stages) and with expansion will 

move into a separate office. Since the key interactions with clients and conferences will 

occur externally, the first selection criteria will be price and value-adding services, 

whereas geographic location will be given small priority. Technically, there is no need in 

physical office space, although it will be rented to fulfil legal obligations. 

Berlin entities provide affordable co-working space that will be used in the first years of 

operation in Berlin on part-time basis. Following the expansion to the UAE and US, co-

working spaces will be rented in respective conference hubs such as Dubai and San 

Francisco. 

Legal Environment 

Customer protection 

All registered customers will have to accept the terms and conditions upon registration. 

At the same time, data management will be treated with conformity to local standards 

and regulations, including GDPR. Constant security measures will be applied to ensure 

the protection of individuals’ data.  
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Data collection permits 

Unless specified by conference organisers or participants, there are no legal restrictions 

to use the information from conferences or events. However, if restrictions are put on 

content collection, preliminary agreements will be made with responsible bodies. 

Also, providers organizing regularly recurring conferences will be contacted for 

partnerships to receive permits and extra benefits in exchange for mutually agreed 

features. 

Intellectual property 

The company, its logo and other characteristic features will be registered with local and 

international trademarks. 

The company will preserve rights for all reports created by reporters. The exceptions will 

be attachments and links not created by reporters. 

Personnel 

Full-time staff 

For the early stage operations of the business, the following full-time staff will be 

required: 

- Chief Executive Officer & COO; 

- 5 content makers (i.e. reporters); 

- 2 software developers (incl CTO); 

All employees will be assessed individually to ensure matching with company’s 

values, mission and vision. Internal assessments will be conducted regularly to check 

the quality work. Additionally, trainings will be provided for all employees to provide 

the knowledge necessary to deliver the quality work. 

All full-time employees will be paid regularly as agreed per employment contract 

terms. 

See Chapter VII for more on the responsibilities of top managers. 

Part-time staff (late stage) 
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In addition to full-time staff, part-time content makers will be hired through third-

party agents, primarily university career service centres but also designated agencies. 

These agents will be responsible for part of job advertisement as well as several 

stages of the selection process, including screening and primary assessment. All the 

guidelines and materials will be prepared in-house and shared with the agents.  

Part-time content developers will only be paid on hourly basis for the duration of a 

conference attended. Related conference fees will be covered by the company. The 

money will be transferred to the employee shortly after reviewing the submitted 

report. 
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VI. Management and Organization 

Top management of the company will consist of two key roles: chief executive officer 

(CEO), chief operations officer (COO). 

The role of the CEO will be fulfilled by Aleksei Ardashev and key responsibilities will 

include: 

- Holding full ownership of the company; 

- Taking responsibility for most strategic decisions in the firm, including the 

technology stack review; 

- Communicating with investors, policy-makers and other important stakeholders; 

- Representing the company at various events; 

- Recruiting; 

- Sales and creating partnerships (mainly, at early stages). 

The role of COO will be fulfilled by experienced hire and some of key CEO´s 

responsibilities will pass to the person: 

- Making financial decisions; 

- Advising on the general strategy to the top management board; 

- Ensuring sustainable financial performance of the company; 

- Representing the company at various events; 

- Sales and creating partnerships (mainly, at early stages). 

- Making marketing and branding decisions; 

- Advising on the general strategy to the top management board; 

- Sales and creating partnerships; 

- Representing the company at various events; 

- Recruiting and dismissing sales staff. 
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The role of CTO will be fulfilled by Nikita-Wilhelm Sokolov and key responsibilities will 

include: 

- Choosing the technology stack; 

- Product development; 

- Representing the company at various events; 

- Recruiting and dismissing engineers; 

The overall organisation hierarchy can be seen in the Exhibit below: 

 

 

CEO

COO

Content 
makers

CTO

IT
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VII. Financial plan 

Projected Income Statement     

      

          

  2020 2021 2022 2023 

Revenue             11.290            865.925         2.840.494         5.341.248  

          

Operational Expenses         

          

          

Variable Operating Expenses           353.680            661.595         1.456.969         1.662.343  

Salaries of permanent workers in EU           160.000            160.000            160.000            160.000  

Salaries of permanent workers in the UAE                   -              180.000            180.000            180.000  

Salaries of permanent workers in the USA                   -                      -              540.000            540.000  

          

Computers & Softwares maintenance            20.000             20.000             20.000             20.000  

Marketing and advertising            30.000            100.000            150.000            150.000  

Conference fees            43.680            101.595            306.969            512.343  

Miscellaneous           100.000            100.000            100.000            100.000  

          

Fixed Operating Expenses            10.135             70.135             70.135             70.135  

Rent (on business property)            10.135             70.135             70.135             70.135  

          

EBITDA  

         
(352.525)           134.195         1.313.390         3.608.770  

          

          

Operating Profit (EBIT) 
         
(352.525)           134.195         1.313.390         3.608.770  

          

          

Tax 30% 30% 30% 30% 

          

Net Profit  

         
(246.768)            93.936            919.373         2.526.139  

NP growth   N/A 879% 175% 
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VIII. Startup Expenses and Capitalization 

 2020 2021 2022 2023 

Computers & Softwares maintenance 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 

Marketing and advertising 30.000 100.000 150.000 150.000 

Conference fees 43.680 101.595 306.969 512.343 

Miscellaneous 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 

Rent 10.135 70.135 70.135 70.135 

Total operating expenses 193.680 321.595 576.969 782.343 
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IX. Appendices 

Excel spreadsheet with calculations 
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